
Numeracy  June week 3 and 4 

Here is a range of activities to complete over the next two weeks. Don’t forget about problem solving 

activities in the online folder. There are many additional activities in the online folders too.  

Time – 

telling the 

time in 

words and 

digitally (in 

numbers)  

Interactive clock: https://www.topmarks.co.uk/time/teaching-clock  Ask 

some questions starting with o’clock, then half past, then quarter to and 

quarter past. If confident move onto telling the time to the nearest 5 minutes 

or even the nearest minute. 

Video and Game: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zhk82hv/articles/zcmdwxs  

Video: https://youtu.be/86RbCwhdJSs (Telling the time to 15 minutes)  

Worksheets below (easier, harder and challenge) 

Months of 

the year 

 

Video: https://youtu.be/BYshA2ybFdY (slightly different version of the 

poem)  

Worksheets below (x4)  

Addition 

and 

Subtraction 

 

Addition video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8mcTsyV56jI&feature=youtu.be  

Worksheets below (easier, middle and harder) 

Subtraction video: https://youtu.be/Buyaqe_L5-Y  

Worksheets below (easier, middle and harder) 

Times 

tables x1 

x2 x3 x4 x5 

x10 

 

Challenge Game: (only if you are feeling very brave!) 
https://www.bing.com/search?q=times+tables+games&form=EDGEAR&qs=PF&cvid=9b884fcf8a38463b9af88cb84da47841&cc=GB&se

tlang=en-GB&plvar=0  

Range of games: https://www.timestables.com/games/  

Worksheet below. 

Right 

Angles 

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9PakNIwDin4  

Colour and cut out your right-angle monster carefully! 

Worksheet below 

Symmetry Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFzktJNmnPU  

Worksheets below (easier and harder)  

Venn and 

Carroll 

diagrams 

 

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yTFoprO5fgM  (Tangrams)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C02Bd3-tM9k (Carroll Diagrams) 

Venn diagram game: http://www.shodor.org/interactivate/activities/ShapeSorter/  

Carroll Diagrams: https://www.teacherled.com/iresources/charts/carrolls/ 

Worksheets – See online folder  

Tessellation

s 

Tessellating PowerPoint in online folder 

Game: Create your own tessellating pattern https://www.nctm.org/Classroom-

Resources/Illuminations/Interactives/Tessellation-Creator/  

Tessellating art: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WBVzoaFi90E  
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LI: tell the time (easier) 
 

Words to help:       quarter to              quarter past       half past       o’clock  

Write your answers in words (squeeze it in)  
Challenge : now write the times in digital (numbers). Remember the hours come first then the minutes 



 

 

 

 

 

LI: tell the time (harder) 
 

Words to help:       quarter to              quarter past       half past       o’clock  minutes     hours     

Write your answers in words (squeeze it in)  
Challenge : now write the times in digital (numbers). Remember the hours come first then the minutes 



 

  

 

 

 

LI: tell the time Challenge (nearest minute) 
 

Words to help:       quarter to              quarter past       half past       o’clock  minutes     hours     

Write your answers in words (squeeze it in)  
Challenge : now write the times in digital (numbers). Remember the hours come first then the minutes 



 
L.I. to know the months of the year and days of the month 



Here is a rhyme to help you to remember how many days there are in each month of the year. 

 

Thirty days hath September, 

April, June, and November; 

All the rest have thirty-one, 

Excepting February alone,  

And that has twenty-eight days clear. 

And twenty-nine in each leap year. 

 

In the table below, write how many days there are in each month.  

 

Create a key to show the different seasons of the year and colour in the corresponding box above. 

 

 Spring  Summer  Autumn  Winter  

 

Now answer the following questions: 

There are  ......................  days in a year. 

There are  ......................  months in a year. 

 

Month of the year Number of days Season 

January   

February   

March    

April    

May    

June    

July    

August   

September   

October   

November   

December   



LI: answer questions about a calendar (easier) 
(Triangles) 

Write 

your 

answers on the sheet. 

1) Colour the second Friday in November  blue. 

2) Colour the last Monday in November red. 

3) Colour the third Tuesday in November  green. 

4) Miss Scarff’s birthday is on the 8th November. Mark this 

on the calendar. 

5) What day was Miss Scarff’s birthday on this year? 

________________ 

6) What day does November begin on?_____________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



LI: answer questions about a calendar (harder) 
(Circles) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Write your answers on the sheet. 

1) Colour the second Friday in November  blue. 

2) Colour the last Monday in November red. 

3) Colour the third Tuesday in November  green. 

4) Miss Scarff’s birthday is on the 8th November. Mark this on the calendar. 

5) What day was Miss Scarff’s birthday on this year? ________________ 

6) How many full weeks are there in November? _____ 

7) What day does November begin on?_____________ 

8) What day does November end on?_____________ 

9) What day would the 4th of December be on?________________ 

10) What day was the 31st October?___________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

LI: add tens and units numbers  

(easier) 

Remember to add your units first then  your tens. 

Use a hundred square or number line to help you. 



 

LI: add tens and units 

numbers  

(middle) 



 

 

 

 

 

LI: add hundreds, tens and units numbers 

(harder) 



 

 

 

 

 

LI: to subtract (easier) 

Challenge: now 

check your answers 

with a calculator 



 

 

 

 

 

LI: to subtract (middle) 

Challenge: now check 

your answers with a 

calculator 



 

 

 

 

 

LI: to subtract (harder) 

Remember to start with the units, then tens and finally 

hundreds 

Challenge: now 

check your answers 

with a calculator 



 

 

 

 

 

Time table challenge! 

Multiply the number in the shaded circle by the middle number and put your answer in the outside circle 

Remember we have learnt the x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 and x10 tables. Try the rest if you are brave enough! 



 

 

 



 

 

LI: recognise right 

angles  

Challenge: Can you find 10 right angles in your 

house? 



 

 

Li: to recognise lines of 

symmetry (easier) 



 

 

LI: spot lines Symmetry (harder) 
 

 

Draw the lines of symmetry on the letters of the alphabet 

(use a mirror or fold the page to see if it is the same on 

both sides.  Remember to check horizontally and vertically.  

 
 

A   B   C   D   E   F   G   H   I   J   K   L   M   

N   O   P   Q   R   S   T   U   V   W   X   Y   

Z  

 
Challenge: 

 
Can you write any words that have Horizontal reflectional symmetry? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Can you write any words that have Vertical reflectional symmetry? 
 

 


